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Eyebrows touch-up or shaping (10 MINS)

Upper Lip (5 MINS)

Chin (10 MINS)

Forehead (10 MINS)

Side Burns (10 MINS)

Side of Face (15 MINS)

Neck (10 MINS)

$22
$15
$15
$15
$15
$20
$17

tinting
Eyebrow Tinting (10 MINS)

Eyelash Tinting (15 MINS)

$15
$20

eyelashes
Reg. Extensions (1-1½ HRS)

(EVERY 2 WEEKS)

Vol. Extensions (2-2½ HRS)

(EVERY 3 WEEKS)

Extension Removal
Perming (20 MINS)

$90-$140
$50*

$120-$200
$70*

$30
$50

special deals
Eyebrows & Upper Lip 
includes threading eyebrows and 
upper lip (15 MINS)

Full Face Threading 
VALUED AT $84 - includes threading 
eyebrows, upper lip, chin, forehead, 
sideburns, side of face (30-40 MINS)

Eyebrow & Lash Tint 
VALUED AT $35 - includes tinting 
eyebrows and eyelashes  (20 MINS)

$35

Cosmetic Tattoo (FEATHER TOUCH)

Touch Up
$400
$100

$65

$30

henna tattoos
Henna Tattoo FROM $15

eyebrow extensions
Eyebrow Extensions FROM $50-$120

eyebrow tattoos
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semi-permanent eyebrow tattoos

Eyebrow tattoo - normally lasts 2-8 years, but 
depending on your skin type it could be more or 
less. We recommend you come back every year 
for a touch up so that it will always look fresh 
and last as long as you like. 
We have a great range of colours so we can 
match to your natural colour.

BEFORE

AFTER

eyebrow extensions regular eyelash extensions

no appointment necessary for most services!
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9am - 5.30pm  |  THURSDAY 9am - 9pm

SATURDAY 9am - 5pm  |  SUNDAY 11am - 5pm

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER

henna tattoos

Henna tattoos 
are herb based 
and last up to 2 
weeks.

volume eyelash extensions

BEFORE AFTER



about us

Eyebrow Magic is a professional, friendly and welcoming salon for 
eyebrow and eyelash grooming, rejuvenation and maintenance. We are 
completely hygienic - we sanitise all of our tools and use new eyebrow 
brushes for every customer!
The owner, Nirushi, is a  with over 20 years of 
experience and has owned a salon in Sri Lanka since 1998. She is a well 
known and much sought after threading artist.

products, exceptional customer service, a hygienic work ethic and a 
gentle approach to hair removal. Whatever your needs, Nirushi and her 

Eyebrow Magic is a pleasant one.

eyebrows

Eyebrows frame the face, enhancing your 
eyes and expression. Services include 
threading and tinting.
Tinting - uses eye-safe dyes to add colour 
to eyebrows. Colour lasts up to 3-4 weeks. 
Great for hiding greys!

eyelashes

Enhance the colour of your eyes with 
beautiful lashes. Services for lashes 
include perming, lengthening and tinting.
Perming - a strong curl that lasts 4-6 weeks.
Eyelash extensions - lengthens your 
eyelashes up to twice for a regular extension 
and up to four times for a volume extension.
Eyebrow & eyelash tinting (pictured) - uses eye-safe dyes to add colour to 
eyelashes and brows. Colour lasts up to 4-6 weeks. Imagine, no more ‘panda’ eyes!

BEFORE AFTER

eyebrow extensions
Eyebrow extensions use individual synthetic brow hairs to add depth and 
dimension to your eyebrows. Waterproof and using no harsh chemicals, 
eyebrow extensions can last between 7-14 days, depending on care.

BEFORE AFTER

EYEBROW & EYELASH TINTING

EYEBROW THREADINGEyebrow Magic
Hair Removal Beauty Salon

what is threading?

Threading is an ancient technique used to remove unwanted hair 
from the face. Instead of smelly waxes or harsh chemicals, a threading 
technician rolls twisted antibacterial cotton to remove the entire hair 
follicle.
Threading leaves no residue, burns or irritation because it is a gentle 
technique and 100% natural. A great, healthy alternative to achieve 
beautiful brows in less than 15 minutes.
Ideal for everyone - for people with sensitive skin, allergies or who use 
acne creams and medication, threading is fantastic as it does not irritate 
or damage the skin while removing unwanted hair.

the benefits of threading

100% natural - no waxes or chemicals means less adverse reactions for 
everyone, especially those with allergies and sensitive skin.
Completely hygienic - Eyebrow Magic only uses the best quality 
antibacterial cotton thread.
Less painful - no ripping, pulling or scraping is involved at all. Other 

only the hair follicle is removed.
Incredibly accurate - such a precise technique enables hairs to be 
removed one by one or in ‘lines’. This creates beautifully shaped eyebrows 

Soft, smooth skin - hairfree skin that lasts up to 3-4 weeks.
 - removing the whole follicle means hair grows back thinner, 

lighter and slower.
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